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Abstract One class of applications that typically run on a grid
The computational grid provides a promising platform superstructure is the class of single-program-multiple-data

for the efficient execution ofparallel applications. In this (SPMD) applications, also known as data-parallel
paper, we propose a fuzzy algorithm for global job applications. Data-parallel applications are partitioned into
scheduling in multiclusters and grids on the basis of tasks which perform computations on separate pieces of a
layered task scheduling model. We assume that each job is data set. The tasks work together to process the entire data
composed of several parallel tasks, which can be executed set, and are collectively called a job. The data-parallel
concurrently. In addition to CPU requirements of tasks, we program model is often used to solve scientific computing
consider communication requirements of tasks and network problems. These jobs may run for many hours or days, and
load tofind a matching degree between available resources can consume a large amount of system resources. The job
and jobs. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the may perform a large amount of computation,
algorithm in terms ofjobs completion time. communication between tasks, or both [1]. One category of

rigid jobs that we have investigated is data parallel
Keywords: Fuzzy theory, Grid computing, Job applications. A grid scheduler uses the information of grid

scheduling, multilayer scheduling system and jobs to produce an assignment of tasks to
machines for the given grid job. The general problem of

1. Introduction mapping tasks to machines has been shown to be NP-
complete [3]. The scheduling of parallel jobs has been

A grid computing infrastructure is a collection of extensively studied in a single cluster environment [5, 6].
resources connected by a network, in which, by means of Several heuristic algorithms have been developed to
appropriate software, resource discovery and sharing is schedule tasks to machines on heterogeneous computing
made possible [1]. One way to create a platform for grid systems. Eleven such scheduling algorithms have been
computing is to interconnect existing separate clusters. evaluated in [4]. These algorithms are developed for
These clusters may be located within a single organization heterogeneous computing systems. Some heuristic
or across different administrative organizations [2]. scheduling algorithms for grid environments are developed
Scheduling is an important issue in grid computing, and in [7, 8, 9]. They deal with tasks and machines in terms of
parallel jobs constitute a typical workload in the scheduling assigning tasks to machines, and have the deficiency of not

scenario. Parallel jobs can be classified into two categories: being scalable, when applied to a large scale grid. For
Rigid and moldable [2]. Rigid parallel jobs run on a user attaining scalability, we use a two level (global and local)
specified number ofresources, while moldable jobs can run scheduler. At first, jobs are submitted to the global
on different number of computational resources In this scheduler, which is responsible for scheduling jobs at the
paewe consider rigid parallel jobs. grid level. After global scheduling, the global scheduler

paper ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~submitsthe job to the allocated cluster's local scheduler,
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which is responsible for scheduling job's tasks in its local characteristics that do not require extensive job profiling.
cluster's nodes. The local scheduler (cluster-level They are
scheduler) uses the first-in first-out policy for scheduling. D The number of partitioned tasks.
Similar studies regarding cluster level scheduling are D The ratio of communication to execution.
documented in [5, 6]. The ratio of communication to execution gives a method

In this study we focus on global scheduling (scheduling of weighing the relative importance of communication rates
at the grid-level), which deals with jobs and clusters, and and computational power for the job, without requiring
assigns each job to a cluster. For this, we consider the extensive application profiling.
computational needs (i.e. the number of computational In summary, a parallel job, denoted by J1, is identified by
resources on which the job is requested to be run), and a 3-tuple (A,, Ni, Ri), where A, is J1's arrival time, N, is the
communication requirements (the amount of number of computational resources on which J, requested to
communication between job's tasks) of the job. We believe be run, Ri is the ratio of communication to execution.
that job's communication ratio is an important parameter in
scheduling. Existing schedulers, presently, ignore issues
such as network load and the communication requirements
of the application. In a typical scenario, if an incoming job Jbs e>

N
)

requires a fixed number of computational resources and the
same number of machines is available in a cluster, the job is
submitted to that cluster, even if the load on the cluster
network precludes the completion of the job by an
acceptable time. The work presented in this paper,
addresses the need to build a fuzzy system that augments Lcl LD*- - Ccal ubr )
the scheduling capabilities by incorporating issues such as
cluster's network load and job's communication Local clusters
requirements. The specific question being addressed in this
paper is which of the clusters should be allocated to an Figure 1: The multicluster superstructure
incoming job. This question requires a process of
prioritization of the available clusters. For this, fuzzy logic
was used in the form of a controller that contains rules
which match the resource specification requirements of the
jobs to the available resources of the clusters. The objective
is to include clusters network load as a cluster resource, and For the characterization of the state of the cluster,
a job's communication requirements as a resource we considerrtwo parameters: theavailable number ofCPUs
specification in the prioritization process. Using fuzzy and the cluster's network load. What is meant by cluster's
logic, it is possible to reason about these parameters in a network load is the level of communication presently
qualitative manner, and at the same time to improve the trafficking through the cluster, which is a ratio between
scheduling decisions. zero and one. When a job arrives, the scheduler is triggered

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we to assign the job to a cluster. For this, it considers all the
describe the scheduling model, in which the assumptions clusters and assigns two weights (which are numbers
about the grid and incoming jobs are expressed. In section between zero and one) to each cluster. The first weight
3, the proposed global scheduling algorithm is presented. In (w1), also called cluster weight for number of machines,
section 4, we evaluate the global scheduler through determines a matching degree between the number of
simulation, and section 5 concludes the paper. available low load CPUs in the cluster, and the number of

tasks of the job. The second weight (w2), also called cluster
2. The scheduling model weight for network load, considers job's communication

requirements, and cluster's network load. We have
performed many simulation tests to adjust the coefficient of

We assume that a multicluster is composed of mocluses these weights in aggregating priority equation. The final
Ci,C2. ,Cm; where the cluster C, consists of numofNodesi formula obtained for calculation priority of a cluster with
homogeneous computational resources. The scheduling is respect to the newly arrives job is given below
done in two levels: global and local. There is one central
global scheduler, to which jobs are submitted. It is Priority= 0.7 WI + 0.3 W2
responsible for scheduling the arrival job to a cluster. Local
(cluster) scheduler is responsible to schedule the parallel After computing the priority of all the clusters, the
job within cluster's nodes. Our work in this paper is scheduler assigns the job to the cluster with the maximum
focused on the global scheduler. Figurel1 shows a schema of priority.
the multicluster under investigation.

Parallel jobs considered in this paper are rigid. The job
model is built from user-provided application
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3.1 Cluster's weightfor number ofmachines assigned to a cluster with a little (close to zero) available
bandwidth, and a high weight (close to one) should be

Load of cluster's nodes is a dynamic attribute, and is assigned to a cluster with high ( close to one) available
computed by averaging the currently reported loads (CPU bandwidth. Figures 2 through 4 show examples of the fuzzy
usage) of the node. The scheduler partitions the nodes of a membership functions for these two inputs, and for the
cluster into low-load, medium-load, and high-load nodes. A output being the weight assigned to network load of the
node which its load is less than 0.3 is low-load; a node with cluster. Figure 5 summarizes the rules that map the inputs
load between 0.3 and 0.6 is medium-load; and a node with to the output. We have used product inference engine,
load higher than 0.6 is a high-load node. For the ith cluster, singleton fuzzifire, and center average defuzzifire.
Li, Mi, Hi show the number of low-load, medium-load and
high-load nodes, respectively. The following pseudo code _
shows the algorithm for computing the cluster's weight for /
number of machines (WI).

if (Li > numofTask)

Wl =1K_ Li - numojTask

If W1<0.5 Wr=0.5;
001 T2 03 04 C15 016 017 U 0AI1

else if (Li ± Mi > numoffask) Figure 2: Fuzzy membership functions of communication to
execution ratio

( numofTask - L1 f ed hi h
WI 0.5- 9 aX

numojTask
If W1<0.2 W1=0.2;

else if (Li + Mi + H, >numoffask){ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E

W 0.2 ~numofTask - (L +M
numoflTask 3p/X, f

If W1<0 W=0;

0 01 U 03?ODA M Hl.1 U8
ailible SW

Here, numoffask determines the number of partitioned Figure 3: Fuzzy membership functions of available BW
tasks of the job. e I I, e

very 3mallsmali mbderate lartge
1 ~~~~~~~A.

3.2 Cluster 's weightfor network load

One of the main features of this work is considering jobs' fX
communication requirements and clusters network load. i
When a job has a high communication ratio, it must be OG
scheduled to a cluster with low network load. For this, we E/
use fuzzy logic to assign a weight to the cluster, which ° 0.4 -'
determines suitability of executing the job on the cluster. m
This assignment considers communication requirements of X
the job and network load of the cluster. The fuzzy rule 672
based system has two input parameters: Jobs L |
communication ratio, and available bandwidth ofthe clusterDll
(as a ratio between zero and one), and one output: cluster's , I , ,,,
weight for network load (W2). When job's communication o o 6o2 6o 6.4 6.5 6O G ] 6. 6.809 1
ratio is close to one, it means that, the job requires high Fgr :Fzymmesi ucin fcutrwih
communication, so a small weight (close to zero) should be
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the jobs, and available bandwidth of the clusters. The best-
fits scheduling algorithm assigns the submitted job to a

Ratio/Available BW Low Medium High cluster whose number of idle nodes is greater than the
number of tasks of the job, and whose number of idle nodes

Low Moderate Large Large is the least . There are two scheduling scenarios in the
Medium Small Moderate Large simulation.

Scenario I: 10 clusters, 20 jobs.
High Very small Small Large Scenario II: 100 clusters, 200 jobs.

For each scenario systems are automatically generated
Figure 5: Fuzzy rules for mapping inputs to the output and average completion time of these systems are

computed.
4. Simulation results Figure 6 shows parallel jobs completion time for scenario

I. In Figure 7 parallel jobs completion time are shown for
We have developed a simulator in Matlab to evaluate the scenario II. In both figures, X axis shows the arrival time of

performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm. The jobs, and Y axis represents the completion time of the
simulated multicluster consists of several clusters, each of submitted jobs. The completion time of a job is computed
which composed of 1 to 100 nodes. Interarrival time ofjobs as the interval between job's arrival time and job's
is considered to satisfy a Poisson process with the completion time. As can be seen in both Figures 6 and 7,
parameter A = 1O seconds. Each job is submitted with we conclude that the proposed fuzzy algorithm is better
three attributes: arrival time, number of tasks, and than best-fit algorithm in reducing parallel completion time.
communication to execution ratio. Each job has a random The proposed algorithm uses the job's communication
number of tasks between 1 and 50, and a random requirements, and cluster's network load to take scheduling
communication to execution ratio between 0 and 0.7. The decisions more efficiently, and as a result, it improves job's
scheduler does not need to predict ofjob's execution time. completion time.
We compare our scheduling algorithm with a best-fit

policy, which ignores the communication requirements of

Scenario I

_ -Fuzzy -*n Best-Fit

0 501010-0 5

Time

Figure 6: Simulation for parallel jobs completion time (Scenario I)

Scenuario II

350~ ~ ~ ~ 10
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-50~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4

Time

Figure 7: Simulation for parallel jobs completion time (Scenario II)
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5. Conclusion [8] Y. Hu, et. Al, An Algorithm for Job Scheduling in Computational
Grid Based on Time-Balancing Strategy, Proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference on Machine Learning and

Job scheduling iS very complicated in computational grid. yentc,Gaghu 821Ags 05
Parallel jobs are a set of important applications that usually
constitute the workflow of the grid. In this paper, we [9] Liang-Teh Lee Chin-Hsiian Liang Hung-Yuan Chang, An
present a scheduling algorithm for scheduling parallel jobs Adaptive Task Scheduling System for Grid Computing,
in a computational grid. The scheduling is done in two Proceedings of the Sixth IEEE International Conference on
layers: global and local. We focus our work to global Computer and Information Technology, 2006.
scheduling, which is responsible for allocating the
submitted job to a cluster. The global scheduler assigns a
priority, based on two matching degrees, to each cluster for
a submitted job. It then allocates the cluster with highest
priority. First matching degree (w1) expresses the suitability
of executing the job on the cluster in terms of the number of
tasks of the job, and the number of available nodes in the
cluster. The other (w2) expresses the suitability in terms of
cluster's available bandwidth, and job's communication
requirements. For computing w2, we use a fuzzy rule based
system to consider different parameters in a qualitative
manner. The simulation results show the improvement of
the proposed algorithm over a best-fit policy which ignores
communication requirements of the jobs and network traffic
of the clusters.
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